HYGIENE NEEDS

SOAP BARS 60 EA.
SHAMPOO BOTTLES 60 EA.
UNDERWEAR FOR KIDS (ALL SIZES) 25 EA.
UNDERWEAR FOR WOMEN (ALL SIZES) 25 EA.
TOOTHPASTE TUBES 60 EA.
RAZORS 240 EA.
SHAVING CREAM 40 EA.
FEMININE HYGIENE PRODUCTS, VARIETY 360 EA.
LAUNDRY DETERGENT 280 LBS.
TOILET PAPER ROLLS 640 EA.

DROP OFF DONATIONS
MONDAY - SUNDAY, 8AM - 5PM
VILLAGE OF HOPE
1 HOPE DRIVE, TUSTIN, CA 92782

ORDER ONLINE
SHIP ORDERS TO:
VILLAGE OF HOPE
1 HOPE DRIVE, TUSTIN, CA 92782

QUESTIONS? NANCY PALMER (714) 247-4359 • NANCY.PALMER@RESCUEMISSION.ORG